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Abstract The estimation of Euler pole parameters has

always been an important issue in global tectonics and

geodynamics studies. In addition, the increasing number of

permanent GPS stations and the ease of access to their data,

along with advances in computers, promise new methods

and tools for the estimation and the quantitative analysis of

Euler pole parameters. Therefore, we developed the Euler

pole calculator software using a set of mathematical

algorithms based on the model of tectonic plate motion on

a spherical surface. The software is able to calculate the

expected velocities for any points located on the earth’s

surface given the relevant Euler pole parameters and to

estimate the Euler pole parameters given the observed

velocities of a set of sites located on the same tectonic

plate. Mathematical algorithms and functions of the soft-

ware are explained in detail.
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Introduction

Motion of the tectonic plates across the earth’s surface can

be represented by Euler’s rotation theorem in spherical

geometry. According to the theorem, the movement of a

rigid body across the surface of a sphere can be described

as a rotation around an axis of rotation that passes through

the center of the sphere. The pole of rotation is one of the

two points where that axis intersects the surface of the

sphere (Lowrie 2007). Application of this theorem in

geophysics states that the displacement of one tectonic

plate relative to other plates takes place as a rotation about

the Euler pole of relative rotation between the plates.

The Euler pole can be located by different methods.

Previously, most of the successful plate motion models

were determined from transform fault azimuths, earthquake

slip vectors and spreading rates at mid-ocean ridges (Chase

1972; Minster and Jordan 1978; DeMets et al. 1990, 2010;

Argus and Gordon 1991). These models can explain the

large-scale features of plate kinematics (Qiang et al. 1999).

Despite the importance of the Euler pole estimation in

geodynamic studies, to the best of our knowledge, there is

only one other software program for the calculation of

Euler pole parameters using GPS velocity vectors. It is

called PlatE-Motion (PEM) and was developed at the

National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (INGV:

Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia) in Italy

(Cannavò and Palano 2011). However, developing a new
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Disclaimer: We provide the EPC software with the hope that it will be

helpful for scientific research. Although we did our best to implement

the described mathematical models in our software free of coding

errors, it comes without any warranty. Please refer to the ‘‘disclaimer

file’’ in the software root directory for more information about the

liability.
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